When Seeking Psychotherapy

Kudos to Sharon Begley for highlighting an important but neglected topic in behavioral health ("Get Shrunk at Your Own Risk," June 18). Psychotherapy is indeed a potent intervention. Research conducted over the last 40 years shows that it produces results equivalent to or greater in magnitude than many accepted and frequently performed medical procedures (e.g., coronary-bypass surgery). Sadly, the same studies confirm what Begley and the two psychologists experts she cites (Scott Lilienfeld and John Norcross) note: that on average 10 percent of people who enter treatment are worse off. The question, of course, is the cause. On this point, we respectfully disagree with Begley and the experts she cites. Fringe psychological treatments are available, but are far too rare to account for those either not helped or worse off following psychotherapy. Moreover, citing these extreme examples serves to distract professional organizations, licensing boards and quality-assurance agencies from addressing the real cause: ineffective therapists and poor therapist-client matches. The solution is simple: provide consumers with access to the results of individual health-care providers, and give providers ongoing feedback about the effectiveness of their services. Results from multiple carefully controlled clinical trials show that access to such data improves success while significantly decreasing the risk of deterioration.
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When I Lost Someone I Dear Love to Suicide, I Felt Vaguely Fortunate that My Health Insurance Covered Grief Counseling, as Everyone Around Me Softly Encouraged It. My Physician Nudged Me to Go and Did the Legwork for Me, Finding a Therapist with Extensive Experience in Grief Therapy. I Was Not Categorically Opposed to Counseling, Having Undergone Various Forms of It over the Years. I Was, however, Anxious That in My Raw State, Anyone Could Possibly Help Me. I Proved to Be among the "Four in 10" Who "Would Have Been Better Off without Treatment." My First Session was Hard Enough to Get Out of Bed to Attend; the Therapist's Words "Well, What I Think You and I Should Work on is That This Person Is Dead, the Relationship Is Gone and You Need to Get on With Your Life" Proved the Trip to Be Worth the Effort. This Insensitivety Rattled Me: ItWas Less than a Month after the Funeral, and I Was Already Shellshocked. Needless to Say, I Did Not Continue Therapy. I've Heard That Group Therapy, in Particular for Survivors of Suicide, Can Be Extremely Helpful. I Might Someday Try That, but Two Years into My Grief, I Am Most Grateful for the Unconditional Support of My Family and Close Friends, Who Have Proven to be the Best Therapy in My Loss.

Johanna Thomashefski
San Francisco, Cali.

For the Record

We Were Glad to See Good News Traveling Fast about How Highly Qualified Women Are Able to Re-enter the Work Force after Taking Time Off to Care for Children ("Trying to Opt Back In," May 28). However, an Important Detail Was Omitted from the Piece: the Research Done by Leslie Morgan Steiner on the Topic Originated at More Magazine and Appears in Detail in Our June Issue ("Back in Business"). For Our Story, Leslie Tracked Down and Talked to Dozens of College-educated, Professional Women Ages 40 to 59 and Confirmed What We Had Already Begun to Suspect: That for Many Women, Getting Rehired Is Not the Minefield We've Come to Dread.
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